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Abstract: We present a model showing the evolution of an organization of agents who discuss democratically
about good practices. This model feeds on a field work we did for about twelve years in France where we fol-
lowed NPOs, called AMAPs, and observed their construction through time at the regional and national level.
Most of the hypothesis wemake here are either based on the literature on opinion di�usion or on the results of
our field work. By defining dynamics where agents influence each other, make collective decision at the group
level, and decide to stay in or leave their respective groups, we analyse the e�ect of di�erent forms of vertical
communication that ismeant to spread goodpracticeswithin the organization. Ourmain indicators of the good
functioning of the democratic dynamics are stability and representativeness. We show that if communication
about norms is well designed, it has a positive impact on both stability and representativeness. Interestingly
thee�ect of communication increaseswith thenumberof dimensionsdiscussed in thegroups. Communication
about norms is thus a valuable tool to use in groups that wish to improve their democratic practices without
jeopardizing stability.

Keywords: Agent-BasedModel,OpinionDynamics, Democracy,Non-ProfitOrganization, Communication, Short
Food Chain

Introduction

1.1 In this paper we present a model of democratic discussion and decision-making about norms of behavior in
a context where the decisions are delegated to a share of the groups. Our model was inspired by a long field
work (see Appendix A for the chronology and details of the field work) about french NPOs that developed an
alternative food network (Lamine 2005), andwho try to implement their theoretical ideas about “good food” in
sharedbehavioral norms. Ourmodel ismeant to reproduceelementsof adynamicsof decision-making thathas
actually taken place. The coordination of groups at national level of the NPOs did not always result in consen-
sual decision and occasioned some splits, but they can be taken as an example of democratic decision-making
- where all agents are considered to be equals in the process, discussion are regular, and there exists trans-
parency in the decision-making that lead to the establishment of norms.

1.2 Our model is based on a long field work during which we observed the self-organized structuration of a large
groupof numerousNPOs. Eachof themwasorganizing a short food chains calledAMAP, inspiredbyCommunity
Supported Agriculture in the US (Amemiya 2011; Lamine & Rouchier 2016). The idea is that people belonging to
the NPO (AMAP) pay in advance for a weekly “basket” at fair price. This can secure the farmer revenue who,
in exchange, works so that to provide food that is of “good” quality (Lamine 2005). The exact content of the
basket (quantity and goods provided) is not defined in advance because it depends on the actual production of
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the farmer. TheNPO itself is not buying but is the place to gather people and establish the rules. Main questions
are: what should the price be? What is the approximate quantity in a basket? Should the farmer possess a label
for organic food or just have a reasonable use of chemical additives? etc. In that sense the NPO is a negotiation
space were the practices of production and exchange are defined (Mundler 2009). All groups have to sign a
charter, so as to be allowed to be called AMAP, but this charter is based on “principles” and not clear practices,
which have to be renegotiated regularly. We already studied theway these right practiceswere defined through
multiple negotiations (Lamine & Rouchier 2016) and represent some relevant aspects in this model.

1.3 Several stylized facts have indeed emerged from our field work (see Appendix A for more details on the field
work):

• Themultidimensionality of the discussion, and thus the necessary multidimensionality of opinion.

• Participants do not easily get involved in the discussion about norms, which is time consuming and thus
they accept not to be part of norm formation.

• Not many people want to be delegates to decide on norms, and thus there is no need to vote, delegates
are self-designated (which wemodel as randomness)

• The fact that we start simulation with one large group that splits in time into subgroups.

1.4 The central issue we deal with, communication, is at the center of many discussions within the national group
of AMAPs, as their role is to make sure that the norms that are chosen are eventually implemented. In the
basic situation, delegates come back to their local NPO and share the information with others, but it is also
necessary to inform the NPO who have no delegates, who do not necessarily look for information. Di�erent
means of communication are thus thought about and developed, which we describe later.

1.5 With this whole field work we realized how di�icult it is to find an equilibrium in this democratic organization,
following a representative democratic setting, where enough agents feel happy to follow chosen norms to keep
the organization coherent. It is evenmore interesting that the discussion is multi-dimensional, and thus rather
complex, and that some agents can accept to disagree on some dimensions if they agree on others. This is why
we observe the dynamics following two main indicators: stability (that there is not too many splits along the
simulation and the organizations are at some point stable) and representativeness (that each agent can belong
to a group, which values are not at odd with his).

1.6 The paper is built on an originalmodel that has already been described and testedmore thoroughly, andwhich
sensitivity analysis can be found in Appendix G and in Barbet et al. 2019, and its basic idea can be summarized
in: Agents hold multidimensional opinions about the best practices to implement in their organization. They
can influence each others’ opinions through interpersonal influence. They can leave or join an organization.
Agents that are designated as delegates can split their organization in case of disagreement. The setting being
fixed, wediscuss di�erent types of “vertical communication”. Contrary to interpersonal communication, it does
not inform on opinions but of the decisions taken by the board, and is perceived by all Agents at once. We
particularly investigate the e�ect of this vertical communication in the context of multidimensionality.

1.7 We show the following three main results:

1. vertical communication hasmore positive impactwhendiscussions dealwithmore dimensions onwhich
to establish norms

2. no miracle: the e�ect of vertical communication remains limited

3. vertical communication should be well designed: only broad and non aggressive communication is able
to improve both stability and representativeness at the same time.

1.8 The paper is articulated in four parts. The first part describes the stylized facts we kept from our field work
(with more details in Appendix B) and we relate to the main literature we can refer to for the dynamics of our
model: inter-individual influence and opinion dynamics models. In the second part we describe the model,
made of three sub-models, and the simulation protocol. Then the results are described in the third part: wewill
explain how results are extracted, the macro-behaviors and micro-mechanisms of the model without vertical
communication and the results with vertical communication. In the fourth part, we conclude on the interest
of themodel, showing some counterintuitive elements, others that are in line with expected dynamics and the
potential re-usability of the model.
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Motivation and Method

Questions of values and practices

2.1 As said earlier, the exchanges defined by AMAPs are not usualmarket exchanges, they promote di�erent values
that are not so usual in the liberal world, such as risk-sharing between producer and consumer. It thus relies
on strong values but also on strong links among people. However, as it can be o�en witnessed, the translation
of “values” (o�en abstract, such as “fairness”) into “good practices” (how to practically establish the price of a
basket so that everyone is happy) is subject to subjective interpretation, and thus to negotiation within groups
that have to share the samepractices. As said in the introduction, thehistory of AMAPshasbeenmadeof groups
getting together to share ideas and knowledge, trying to establish norms of behaviors for all, and splitting as a
consequence of disagreements.

2.2 Since the creation of AMAPs in 2001 we have identified 6 important conflicting topics (Lamine & Rouchier 2016):

Organic: Should the farmers have the organic label or not? To which extent farmer can use chemical treat-
ment? etc.

0 intermediary: To what extent can the farmers be helped by other farmers to complete their baskets?

Flexibility: If a farmer has large quantities of products, should he share all of it with his consumers or may he
sell part of it to the general public for complementary income? For consumers: are consumers compelled
to take one basket every week or is it possible to have amore adaptive system? Should there be di�erent
basket sizes for di�erent numbers of family members?

Fairness in price: What is a fair price for the farmer? What are the criteria? How is the price of a basket com-
puted?

Quality evaluation: How can consumers monitor the “good practices” of their farmer?

Group dynamics: Should theNPOgatheringAMAPsbeprescriptive for thedefinitionofgoodpracticesor should
there be freedom for each AMAP to decide on their own rules about the 5 preceding elements.

2.3 This variety of interpretation onmultiple dimensions leads to many di�erent practical implementations of the
principles: AMAPs can function with di�erent rules, and tensions can arise within or between AMAPs when in-
teractions repeat over time. This is whywe canwitness several creations and splittings of groups. These groups
are called “réseaux”, which means “networks”: which shows that horizontal relations are the central concept
put forward by the actors, and not hierarchy. Another word used is “mouvement” to designate the spreading
of the AMAP principle, which is a clear reference to political activity, which is confirmed by the strong interest
on democratic processes. More details on the history we could reconstruct from our field work are presented in
Appendix B,wherewedescribe the dynamics of participation to the functioning of the groups, and the di�erent
reasons why groups appeared and disappeared.

2.4 In particular one important parameter of the model is the number of active members since it is of interest for
discussions about the values of representative democracy vs direct democracy. Indeed, some AMAPs are lead-
ers in the construction of the movement. They delegate one member to belong to the board of regional or
national groups. Other AMAPs are not very active and are just following the direction of a charter that they did
not contribute towrite. This di�erence of implication can also be found inside each AMAP, but wewill not detail
this here. Without leading a serious quantitative studywe estimated to 5% the proportion of active AMAPs. The
influence of this parameter is tested in the robustness check and fixed to 5% in the core paper.

2.5 Another element in the history of the emergence and structuring of AMAPs was the reasons for quitting the
group,whichareof twokinds. One is thegapbetween thesegoodpractices identifiedby theboardand imposed
to themost passivemembers and the habits that thesemembers had before: this gap can lead them to quit the
group in order to keep their own “good practices”. The second is the impossibility to reach agreement within
the board, which can imply that the delegates that disagree split the group by creating a new group. Both of
these features are implemented in our model.

2.6 As it can now be clear, this model was created with a very precise context in mind, but we will discuss its dy-
namics as providing information in a wider context in the conclusion.
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An agent-based opinionmodel

2.7 In this paper,weaddress the followingquestion:what is the impactof communicatingaboutvotednormson
the stability and representativeness of a democratic organization of agents?. We approach this question as
and influence and opinion dynamics issue. For this we constructed a specific model of democratic discussion
and decision-making based on the field work described above and in Appendix A. While discussing, agents
influence each other’s opinion. Moreover, vertical communication also impacts the opinions of agents.

2.8 A large part of ABM opinion dynamics models study the emergence of opinion clusters among a closed set
of agents, who repeatedly influence each other opinions, most of the time sequentially and through random
paired interactions. Opinions are, mainly, modeled in two ways. The first is to consider discrete opinions, ex-
pressed as a vector of integers, whose length is the number of dimensions on which opinions are expressed
- each integer being an opinion taken from a finite set (Epstein 2001; Holyst et al. 2002; Axelrod 1997; Stau�er
2001; Nowak et al. 2005; Rouchier & Tanimura 2012; March 1991). The second way is to consider a continuous
opinion about one dimension, taken in [0, 1], [−1, 1] or even inR (Hegselmann & Krause 2002; Weisbuch et al.
2001; De�uant et al. 2002; Jager & Amblard 2005; Amblard & De�uant 2004; Flache &Mäs 2008; Abrica-Jacinto
et al. 2017). Papers explore the impact of di�erent parameters or initial condition on the final outcome and the
dynamics: initial distribution of opinions, heterogeneity of agents, networks of communication, spatial repar-
tition of agents, and introduction of bias. We chose to deal at the same time with multi-dimensionality (which
seemed to be very important to explain the dynamics of organizations in our field work) and the continuous
opinion model for each dimension (because this model is the simplest to define a measure of satisfaction for
our agents).

2.9 Themajor part of continuous opinion dynamicsmodels (and some of the discrete ones) relies onwhat is called
the uncertainty or the confidence interval which is a characteristic of agents. It represents howmuch agents are
convinced about their opinion and takes the formof a distance. Thebasic idea is the following: if the opinions of
an other agent is more distant frommine thanmy confidence threshold, then she can not manage to influence
me. Depending on themodel, this uncertainty/confidence threshold, can be heterogeneous among agents and
allowed to vary through interactions (Hegselmann & Krause 2002; De�uant et al. 2002; Weisbuch et al. 2002).
The influencemodel we have chosen here for ourmodel is the translation of the Social Judgement Theory (SJT
exposed inSherif &Hovland 1961) of Jager&Amblard2005, it is definedbyanuncertainty/confidence threshold,
and also a rejection threshold, both being fixed over time and interactions. The rejection threshold works as
follow: if the opinions of other agent ismore distant frommine than this threshold thenwewill enter in conflict
and our opinions will negatively influence each other (repellent opinions).

2.10 Few papers tackle the multidimensionality in the continuous case. Indeed multi-dimensionality rises two is-
sues: the distance measurement between opinions and the way to apply the influence process depending on
this distance. For example in Li & Xiao 2017 agents compute the euclidian distance between their vectors of
opinions and depending on this aggregate distance they attract or repel all their opinions in all the dimensions
at once. In Huet et al. 2008 the type of influence will depend on diverse particular configuration of opinions on
the two dimensions. In this paper we adopt a point of view closer to the second article. The influence on each
dimension will depend on the particular configuration on this dimension. Then agents can attract each others
opinions on one dimension while repelling it on an other dimension.

2.11 The idea of mixing interpersonal influence and vertical communication has already been used in innovation
di�usion models as De�uant et al. 2005 or Delre et al. 2007. In both case the vertical communication is mod-
eled as an exogenous information: agents become aware of the existence of an innovation, triggering the pro-
cess of choice and their opinions are not influenced by this information. On this point, the originality of the
present work is to propose an endogenous vertical communication where norms are obtain through opinions
and norms can also influence opinions through the vertical communication. In the spirit of Delre et al. 2007
where authors control for di�erent design of this vertical communication (to whom the vertical communica-
tion is addressed and its timing), we will also control for its design: to whom the vertical communication is
addressed and how it influences agents opinions).

2.12 In our model, opinions 1 are the points of view agents hold about the good practices to implement in their or-
ganization, that is the behavioral rule theywant to apply. Active agents are thosewho decide for the behavioral
rules and negotiate with other active agents for this. Once the rule has been chosen, it is imposed to passive
agents who check if it is consistent with their opinion about good practice. One dimension of the vectors of
opinions can be considered as a topic and the dimension that is discussed by actors at a point in time as the
hot topic of themoment. In the paper, wewill use the term “topic” when referring to the field work and the real
world and use the term “dimension” when referring to the model.
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2.13 To conclude on opinion dynamics models we can highlight that they are regularly successfully used in more
applied model on di�erent field. For example, in De�uant et al. 2005, the bounded confidence model of rela-
tive agreement (De�uant et al. 2002) is used in an innovation di�usion model, where social utility matters. In
Rouchier et al. 2014 the relative agreement is used again to study the transmission of opinions and norms to
newcomers in an institution. Rouchier & Tanimura (2012) have studied the e�ect of over confident agent in the
learning process of a group using a multidimensional binary model of opinions. In Casilli et al. 2014, the Social
Judgement Theory is used to study the evolution of norms in eating disorder internet forum.

Model

3.1 Our model is based on collective norms construction and on organizations which are articulated around these
norms. In this section we will describe themodel. The underlying assumptions made are justified with respect
to our AMAP case study in Appendix C. The model code and its ODD can be found following this link to the
CoMSES website.

The di�erent agents and their interactions

3.2 Themodel is constituted of twomain types of agents:

“Basic” agents

3.3 Simply called Agents in the rest of the paper, they are characterized by their vectors of opinions (−→a uniformly
distributed in [−1, 1]d where d is the number of dimensions) and their uncertainty (U ) and rejection (T ) thresh-
olds. Each dimension of the vector of opinions corresponds to a specific topic and represents the opinion
an agent holds on the norm to apply on this topic. Agents’ actions are articulated around three submodels,
Agents can:

1. influence each other opinions during interpersonal interaction through an opinion dynamicmodel.

2. negotiate norms from their opinions through a negotiationmodel.

3. take decisions (leave, split, stay or join anOrganization) depending on their degree of agreementwith the
negotiated norms through a decisionmodel composed of:

(a) a utility functionwhich computes the utility derived by an Agent to belong to some Organizations

(b) decision ruleswhich define actions taken by an Agent depending on her utility

“Structure” agents

3.4 They are called Organizations and are constituted of “basic” agents (their members). They are characterized
by their boards ( B a set of motivated Agents randomly chosen among the Organization’s members) and their
vectorofnorms (

−→
b ) of dimensiond resulting fromthenegotiationbetween representatives (themembersof the

board). Organizations do not make decisions, their evolution only depends on decisions taken by their Agents.
An Agent can belong to only one Organization at a time.

Splitting and leaving organizations

3.5 Agents in the board impose norms (modify the vector of norms of the Organization). Each turn, one dimension
is selected, Agents in the board discuss/debate2 and compute a negotiated norm based on their opinions. If
they all retrieve a positive utility by applying this new norm, then the norm is settled and imposed to all Agents
related to thisOrganization. The rest of themembersof theOrganizationhave tochoosewhether to stayor leave
it3. If some members of the board retrieve a negative utility by applying the new norm, then the Organization
is split into two, along with the former board. Each board computes a new negotiated norm on the disrupting
topics, thesenormsareautomatically adoptedby the twonewOrganizations. Finally themembersof the former
Organization choose to join one or the other new Organizations or to leave4.
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Figure 1: The general scheme of the model.

Joining organizations

3.6 At the beginning, all Agents are gathered in one Organization with an empty vector of norms. Turn a�er turn
new dimensions are normed or revised andOrganizations keep on splitting or losingmembers, but can also be
joined by isolated Agents. They join theOrganization that gives them themaximumpositive utility, if none they
remain in isolation. A general scheme of the model is given in Figure 1.

3.7 At thispointwehavenotpresentedvertical communication inOrganizations. Theonly communication is through
interpersonal influence inside boards. The model without vertical communication will be our touchstone to
discuss the e�ect of the di�erent vertical communication. Before exposing vertical communications wewill ex-
plicit the three submodels describing the behavior of Agents and the scheduling of the model without vertical
communication.

Agents’ submodels

3.8 In this subsection we will explicit the three submodels describing the behavior of Agents: the opinion dynamic
model, the negotiation model and the decision model.

The Social Judgement Theory

3.9 We will use the Social Judgement Theory of Jager & Amblard 2005 to model the interpersonal influence be-
tween Agents (the reasons behind this choice canbe found in Appendix C on assumptions). Influence occurs be-
tweenpairs ofAgents, whohold vectors of opinions of dimensiond (−→a = (a1, a2, ..., ad)withak ∈ [−1; 1],∀k ∈
{1, 2, ..., d}). They also have their own characteristics an uncertainty/confidence (U ) and a rejection (T ) thresh-
olds. We first assume thatU and T are the same for all Agents and for all dimensions. When two Agents i and i′
influence each others they modified their opinions as follow:

3.10 Influence of Agent i′ on Agent i on the dimension k: if |aki − aki′ | < U then aki = aki + µ(aki′ − aki )
if U 6 |aki − aki′ | 6 T then no influence
if T < |aki − aki′ | then aki = aki + µ(aki − aki′)

3.11 At the same time, Agent i influences Agent i′ in a symmetric way: if |aki − aki′ | < U then aki′ = aki′ + µ(aki − aki′)
if U 6 |aki − aki′ | 6 T then no influence
if T < |aki − aki′ | then aki′ = aki′ + µ(aki′ − aki )

with aki and aki′ constrain to be in [−1; 1].

3.12 If opinions are less distant thanU , they attract each other. If opinions are more distant than T , then they repel
eachother. If thedistancebetween theopinions is betweenU andT , no influenceoccurs, Agentsare indi�erent.
µdenotes the strength of influence, it is the same for all Agents and is settled to 0.10 as in Jager &Amblard 2005.
Figure 10 in Appendix D shows the amplitude of the influence of agent i′ on idepending on the position of Agent
i′’s opinion with respect to Agent i’s opinion.
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Figure 2: The principle ofwk computation

3.13 In a board of n Agents the influence takes place asynchronously. A first pair of Agents is randomly taken and
influence each other, then a second pair is randomly taken. The influence process stops a�er n/2 pairs have
interacted5. In this process, some Agent will perhaps not interact at all when others can be chosen several
times. In a group of 2 Agents, they automatically interact and only once. This process of interaction is exactly
the one used in Jager & Amblard 2005. Inside a given board every Agent of this board can interact with any
other Agent, as if they are in a fully-connected network (this assumption is justified in Appendix C).

The negotiation submodel

3.14 In our model when Agents in boards negotiate, they simply compute the arithmetic mean of their opinions.
They are only able to negotiate norm on one dimension at a time. For a boardB (composed by n Agents) which
negotiates a norm on the kth dimension (bk) the formula is given by:

bk =

∑
i∈B

aki

n

The decision submodel

3.15 Agents are able to influence each other and negotiate norms for their Organizations, they only need now to be
able to position themselves with respect to these norms and take the adequate actions.

3.16 First an Agent needs to compute her utility thanks to her opinions (−→a = (a1, a2, ..., ad)) and the norms of her
Organization (

−→
b = (b1, b2, ..., bd)). Let U be the uncertainty and T the rejection thresholds of the Agent, the

utility retrieved by this Agent in her Organizations is denoted asW and is computed as follows

W (−→a ,
−→
b ) =

d∑
k=1

wk(−→a ,
−→
b )

withwk(−→a ,
−→
b ) =

 U − |ak − bk| > 0 if 0 6 |ak − bk| 6 U
0 if U 6 |ak − bk| 6 T
T − |ak − bk| 6 0 if T 6 |ak − bk|

3.17 wk is the utility obtained on the kth dimension. It is positive if the norm on dimension k is close enough to
Agent’s opinion: the Agent is quite comfortable with the norm imposed by her Organization. If the norm is far
enough but not too far (between U and T ), the Agent is indi�erent. Finally, if the norm imposed is too far the
utility becomes negative, modeling disagreement of the Agent. Thenwk decreases with the distance between
the norm and the current Agent’s opinion. Figure 2 shows the principle ofwk computation.

3.18 The global utility is the sum of the utility derived on each dimension. This is an important point, because
negative utilities on some dimensions (local disagreements) can be compensated by an high positive utility on
one or more other dimensions. An Agent can agree (retrieve a positive utility) with the negotiated norms of
her Organization even if she disagrees locally on some dimensions. The agreement with norms is then a global
notion.

3.19 The utility is maximal if −→a =
−→
b andW (−→a ,

−→
b ) = W (−→a ,−→a ) = dU . It is the case if the Organization apply

norms exactly equal to the opinions of an Agent or if the Organization imposes no norms to its members (i.e
each member is free to follow their own rules). The second case is true when the Organization have not yet
negotiated any norms.
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3.20 Second, depending on its utility, an Agent needs to decide which action to take:

W(−→a ,
−→
b ) < 0: If the utility is negative, then the Agent disagrees with the norms and choose to split or leave

the Organization depending if she is respectively part of the board or not.

0 ≤W(−→a ,
−→
b ): If the utility is null or positive then the Agent is satisfied and stays in or joins theOrganization.

Scheduling

3.21 Wewill now give the precise scheduling of themodel and present in the next subsection the vertical communi-
cation. 6

0. Initialization: creation of Agents and creation of the primary Organization gathering all the Agents. A
fraction of Agents are randomly chosen to be the representatives constituting the board of this primary
Organization.

1. For each Organization, a specific dimension of the vector of opinions is randomly picked-up:

(a) Influence: If allowed by the user (parameter influence? turned TRUE), the Agents of the board of
the Organization influence each other on this specific dimension of their vectors of opinions.

(b) negotiation: Agents of the board negotiate a new norm for the specific dimension.* This new norm
replaces the old one in the Organization vector of norms:

• If the board agrees7 with this new vector of norms, then it is imposed to all the Agents of the
Organization. If some other Agents (not in the board) disagree,8 they leave the Organization.

• If at least one Agent of the board disagrees, then the board is split in two parts by a�inity on
the specific dimension giving birth to the two new Organizations.* Then all the Agents of the
previousOrganization have to join one or the other newOrganizations or leave9. The newOrga-
nizations inherit the vector of norms of the old one except for the component of the disrupting
dimension.

2. Isolated agents get in: isolated Agents join the existingOrganization that gives them the highest positive
utility.**

3. Communication campaign (vertical communication) if selected by the user: adopted norms of each Or-
ganization are advocated to all the members

4. Organization dissolution: Organizations with only one member are dissolved, the Agent member be-
comes isolated and is able to join an Organization next turn.

5. Completion of boards: boards of Organizations for which the fraction of representatives is less than pa-
rameter%-in-board are completed.

6. Next time step: back to point 1.

3.22 The pseudocode of the model for steps 1 to 5 can be found in Appendix E.

Details

3.23 The primary Organization: the vector of norms of the primary Organization is initialized to NAd. In the case
d = 6, we have

−→
b = (NA,NA,NA,NA,NA). When a dimension is turned to NA, no norm is imposed by the

Organization, andeachAgent applies its own ruleon this dimension, that is its ownopinion. Theutility of Agents
belonging to the primary Organization at initialization is then the maximum possible utility ieW (−→a ,NA6) =

W (−→a ,−→a ) =
∑6

k=1 w
k(−→a ,−→a ) = 6U . Indeed in this case Agents have all the advantages of belonging to an

Organization without having any constraint (no norms to comply with)

3.24 Splitting of the board by a�inity: if the board B disagrees with the new vector of norms a�er having nego-
tiated a new norm on the specific dimension k (bkB), then representatives which have opinions on the le� side
of bkB constitute the board Bl (Bl = {i ∈ B, st aki ≤ bkB}) and the others constitute the board Br. Each board
computes a newnegotiated normon the kth dimension (bkBl

and bkBr
) giving birth to two newOrganizations that

inherit the norms of the old one except on the dimension k.
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Figure 3: The general relationship between opinions and norms. The blue arrow corresponds to the vertical
communication.

Vertical communication

3.25 As exposed above, without vertical communication, norms are computed through the opinions held by the
Agents of the boards whose opinions are only influenced through interpersonal interactions during the dis-
cussion/debate step. With vertical communication, we allow the vectors of norms to influence the vector of
opinions of the Agents inside an Organization: norms can be advocated in order to influence the opinions of
Agents. The general relationship between opinions and norms is illustrated in Figure 3.

3.26 We will control for di�erent levels of communication (who is reached by the communication and when) in-
spired from our field work and associated with di�erent theoretical type of communications (how norms are
advocated / how it influences opinions of Agents reached). The vertical communication is then modeled as a
couple: a level of vertical communication and a type.

Three levels of communication

3.27 Incarnation: communication only for members of the board and on a specific dimension of the vectors each
turn. It takes place a�er a new norm is negotiated on a specific dimension and before members of the board
have to say if they agree or not with it (see the first * in step 1b of the scheduling ). It also happens when a
board splits, a�er each side of the board has negotiated their own new norm (see the second * in step 1b of the
scheduling). In theAMAPnetwork case, Agents canbe interpretedasagroup itself, in that caseagroup sends some
delegates to participate in the debate and negotiate in the board of the Organization. Before deciding to adopt
or not a new norm, these delegates can come back in their group and advocate for the new norm. Indeed, even if
they, a priori, disagree with the negotiated norm, they can still be willing to value the huge amount of time/work
spent during the debate and negotiation process by at least trying to defend it.

3.28 Special Training: communication that takesplaceonceandonly fornewcomers (see ** in step2of the schedul-
ing) but simultaneously influences all the dimensions of the vector of opinions. The studied AMAP network (Les
AMAP De Provence) has a training program on their practices for new AMAPs joining the network.

3.29 CommunicationCampaign: a�er a newnormon a specific dimension has been imposed andnewcomers have
arrived, Organizations can decide to make a broad communication campaign on this new norm (see step 3
in the scheduling). This communication reaches every members of the Organization and is only on a specific
dimension each turn. In our AMAP network case, the network o�en tries to communicate the decisions that are
made and the reasons why they have been made to all of its members. This type of communication can occur
through di�erent means: newsletters, flyers, meetings.

Four types of communication

3.30 We have few evidences from our field work and literature on how precisely vertical communication can influ-
ence opinions. Thus, we control for di�erent types of communication that influence di�erently the opinion of
the receiver. Each is expressed as a variation of the SJT model. In the field work, we have observed that com-
munication does not always have the intended e�ect on receivers and can also create more polarization if too
intrusive or stigmatizing. Therefore we havemodeled four types of communication, 3 of which do not generate
more polarization (non-aggressive ones) andonewhich can generate negative reactions for some receivers (the
aggressive one).
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Three non-aggressive communication types:

3.31 Advertising: communication that is designed to influence every agent reached: always makes opinions move
toward the norms. We model it the following way: whatever is the opinion of the agent it gets closer to the
norm with a strength of influence of µ = 0.10. The absolute shi� of the opinion toward the norm is then equal
to µ|norm− opinion|. Influence on agent i on the dimension k of the norm:

∀aki ∈ [−1; 1] and ∀bk ∈ [−1; 1]we have aki = aki + 0.10× (bk − aki )

3.32 Targeted: communication that is designed to influence few people but to be very convincing. We model it the
following way: if the norm is inside the uncertainty threshold the agent adopts the norms (her opinion become
almost equal to the norm, µ = 0.9910), if the norm is outside the uncertainty threshold the communication has
no e�ect. Influence on agent i on the dimension k of the norm:{

if |aki − bk| < U then aki = aki + 0.99× (bk − aki ) (opinion becomes the norm)
else no influence

3.33 Descriptive: typeof communication thatdonot generatenegative reactionsbutnot very convincing. Wemodel
it by cutting the rejection of the SJT , onlymembers for whom the norm is inside their uncertainty threshold are
influenced and with a strength of influence of µ = 0.10. Influence on agent i on the dimension k of the norm:{

if |aki − bk| < U then aki = aki + 0.10× (bk − aki ) (opinion moves toward the norm)
else no influence

One aggressive communication type:

3.34 Aggressive: type of communication that can generate rejection from the receiver whose opinion is too far from
the norm: making her opinion to move away from the advocated norm. We simply model it with the SJT. As in
Jager & Amblard 2005 and in the present paper for interpersonal influence we take a strength of influence of
µ = 0.10, making no specific assumption whether the vertical communication can have a stronger or a weaker
e�ect on opinion than interpersonal influence11. Influence on agent i on the dimension k of the norm: if |aki − bk| < U then aki = aki + 0.10× (bk − aki ) (opinion moves toward the norm)

if U 6 |aki − bk| 6 T then no influence
if T < |aki − bk| then aki = aki + 0.10× (aki − bk) (opinion moves away from the norm)

3.35 In the rest of the paper we will extract the e�ect of each couple of vertical communication by comparing them
to the case without vertical communication. Having the e�ects of each couple allows us to compare them and
discuss the mechanisms at stake behind each couple.

Simulation protocol

3.36 The parameters of the model are the following:

nb.Agents: number of Agents created for the simulation.

nb.dimensions: number of topics, ie dimension of vectors of opinions and norms.

U: Uncertainty threshold of the SJT, homogeneous among Agents.

T: Rejection threshold of the SJT, homogeneous among Agents.

strength.of .influence: denotes the speed of attraction or rejection of opinions in the SJT.

%.in.board: define the size of the board of an Organization as a percentage of its number of members.

influence?: allows the user to cut o� the influence process among the Agents of the board (step 1a of the
scheduling): Agents are no longer allowed to influence each others opinions.12

Vertical− communication− level: allows the user to activate the vertical communication and to choose
the level at which it will take place.
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Behavior space of themodel

nb.Agents∗ = {100,200, 400} U ∈ {0.1,0.2, ...,1,1.1}
%.in.board ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100} T ∈ {0.1,0.2, ...,1,1.1}
nb.dimensions ∈ {1,2,6} strength.of.influence = 0.10
influence? ∈ {true, false}

V ert− communication− level = {no, incarnation, spec-training, com-campaign}
V ert− communication− type = {aggressive,descriptive, targeted,advertising}

*: nb.Agents = 100 and 400were only run with influence? = true

Table 1: The behaviour space: values in bold are the ones explored in the core paper, the rest of the values pro-
posed in the table are tested in Appendix Gon the robustness check of themodelwithout the vertical communi-
cation. strength.of.influence for interpersonal relation is taken from the literature. In the core paper, the number
of Agents and the percentage of Agents chosen to be part of the board come from our field work (respectively
200 and 5%). For the number of dimensions we test for di�erent values, in our the case of AMAP the number
of dimensions is 6. We explore all the possible combination of U and T thresholds, nevertheless we stop the
exploration forU and T higher than 1.1 because results for largerU and T are similar to the one at the frontier
where T is equal to 1.1. We allow representatives to influence each other’s during debates (influence? = true),
the contrary is a purely theoretical point of view we use in the robustness check. Moreover, it is not relevant in
that case to test the e�ect of vertical communication.

Vertical− communication− type: allows the user to choose the way vertical communication influence
opinions of Agents.

3.37 In the core of the paper wewill not explore the whole behaviour space but focus on the one around the vertical
communication. The rest of the exploration is le� in the robustness check section (Appendix G) . The explored
behaviour space is shown in Table 1.

3.38 A simulation for a given set of parameters is made of d× 100 time steps. With 1 dimension a simulation will last
100 time steps whereas 600 time steps with 6 dimensions. This time allows opinions of agents to fully converge
in clusters which means the system is stable: no more splits or Agents leaving13. This choice is consistent with
Jager & Amblard 2005 and our own observations with a replication of the SJT and with our model. We do not
aim for a realistic calibration of time steps for several reasons. The first is that in opinion dynamic models, as
the one used here, time steps are theoretical. The literature does not aim to strongly interpret it: a time step
can refer to a single encounter between two agents or a set of encounters between pairs of agents,moreover an
encounter can be interpreted as a single discussion or several discussions during a period of time. The second
reason is that in our case influence between agents can take place at di�erent occasions (formal and informal
- see paragraph 3 of Appendix C for more details) and deal with several dimensions at a time. It is then di�icult
to collect complete data on interactions to make a direct interpretation with the model. Moreover, the form of
interaction can play a role in the influence: in debates, one individual speaks to a crowdwhich is quite di�erent
from one to one discussion or informal group discussion and so on. Tackling this issue is a subject of research
in itself like in Butler et al. 2019.

Indicators

3.39 Wewill look at two specific dimensions in the model:

• the stability of Organizations. As there is only one Organization at the beginning gathering all the Agents
inside so each newOrganization comes from a split, then the number ofOrganizations alive at the end of
the simulation (nb.Orgs) is a good proxy for measuring the stability of the system.14 An Organization is
considered as alive when it is composed of at least 2 Agents.

• the representativeness of Organizations: do Agents decide to stay isolated or to belong to an Organiza-
tion? The fraction of all Agents engaged in an alive Organization at the end of the simulation
(fraction.Agents.in.Orgs) is then a good proxy for measuring the representativeness.

3.40 Our indicators are measured at the end of each simulation when the steady state is reached. For our results we
compute and draw for each set of parameters the mean of each indicator on the 100 runs.
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Figure4: Le�panel: simple (U, T )mappingwithT on thehorizontal axis andU on thevertical axis. It represents
the mapping for 200 Agents, 6 dimensions to norms, 5% of Agents chosen to be in board and without vertical
communication. Right panel: e�ect on stability and representativeness of introducing advertising communi-
cation campaign (compared to the former situation without vertical communication). It only shows the e�ects
of magnitude superior to 1SD. Pink: significant increase in the number of Organization meaning a decrease
in stability. Green: significant decrease in the number of Organizationmeaning an increase in stability. ∆:
significant increase in the fraction of Agents in Organizationmeaning an increase in representativeness. ∇:
decrease in representativeness.

Results

4.1 The sectionwill bedivided in threepart. Wewill first present howweextract results fromour indicators, thenex-
pose the basic mechanisms linking our parameters to the indicators in the absence of vertical communication.
In a third part, we will give the main results specific to vertical communication

Observation

4.2 To obtain our results, we plotted our two indicators on a graph that represents a mapping of the characteris-
tics of agents. The horizontal axis represents the rejection threshold (T ) and the vertical axis the uncertainty
threshold U . Each square of the mapping corresponds to a unique couple (U, T ) and the mapping is trian-
gular because by definition U ≤ T . The colour of a square represents the mean on the 100 runs for a given
couple (U, T ) of nb.Orgs. Similarly the size of points in the middle of each square represents the mean of the
representativeness obtained for the given couple on the 100 runs. An example is given in Figure 4, le� panel.

4.3 Alone, a graph only gives information on the e�ect of U and T on indicators for a given set of parameters. To
see the e�ect of other parameters, we need to compare graphs two by two. Nevertheless comparisons between
graphs are not always easy and do not tell us more about whether the e�ect is significant or not. That is why
we have chosen to plot a second mapping, which summarizes the di�erences between two graphs and gives
an idea of whether they are significant or not. The right panel of Figure 4 is an example, which shows the e�ect
of introducing a particular vertical communication compared to a situation without vertical communication.
Again the colors of square indicates the e�ect of this introduction on the stability, and the shape of the dots
indicates the e�ect on representativeness.

4.4 To obtain this second graph we compute for each couple (U, T ) (each square of the graph) the di�erence with
and without the vertical communication in the number of organizations (stability - color of the square) or in
the fraction of agents in organizations (representativeness - size of dots). Then this di�erence is divided by the
standard deviation on nb.Orgs (resp. fraction.Agents.in.Orgs) without communication. The result gives us
ameasure in terms of standard deviation of the e�ect on stability (resp. representativeness) of introducing this
specific vertical communication. We will consider that if the e�ect is superior to one standard deviation then
it is significant else, it is considered as non-significant. In the rest of the paper, the set of parameters used as
reference to obtain the results correspond to a baseline scenario without vertical communication inspired by
observations in our field work: 200 agents, 5% become representatives, there are 6 dimensions to norms and
representatives can influence each other’s opinions through interpersonal interactions. Mathematical details
can be found in Appendix F.
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Behavior of themodel without vertical communication and qualitative mechanisms

Personality of agents: U and T

4.5 To understand the mechanism behind the model, we pay attention to the determinants of the utility function
since all decisions taken by Agents are made with respect to the sign of the utility function. For a given vector
of opinions and a given vector of norms the sign of the utility function depends on the characteristics of the
Agent (U and T thresholds). The chance for the utility to be positive (respectively negative) increase with an
increase (resp. a decrease) in U and T . Thus for a given vector of norms open-minded Agents (large U and
T ) have more chance to retrieve a positive utility: they agree more easily with negotiated norms. This local
mechanism actually results in less splits (improving stability) and less departures (improving representative-
ness). It is also easier for open-minded isolated Agents to find a corresponding Organization (also improving
representativeness). The opposite e�ect occurs with narrow-minded Agents (smallU and T ).

Multidimensionality

4.6 Based on this first mechanismwe can discuss themicro-mechanism behind the addition of dimensions to vec-
tors of norms and opinions. ForU andT large enough, the chance for an Agent to retrieve a positive utility from
a negotiated norm on a new dimension becomes superior to 50%. Then the chances of the overall utility to be
positive will increase with the number of dimensions. On the opposite, for less open-minded Agents the prob-
ability to have a negative utility on a new dimension becomes superior to 50%. Then increasing the number
of dimensions will lead to more disagreement, that is to more splits and departures (decreasing stability and
representativeness). It will also be harder for isolated Agents to find anOrganization giving thempositive utility
(decreasing representativeness).

4.7 To better understand, we can draw a partial analogywith Axelrod’s culture disseminationmodel(Axelrod 1997).
Axelrod’s number of features correspond here to the number of dimensions. Axelrod’s number of traits per fea-
ture (parameter q) corresponds to an interplay betweenU , T and the width of possible opinions (set to [−1, 1]
in ourmodel): openminded Agents are analogical to small q and narrow-minded Agents to large q. In ourmodel
the culture of an Agent can be reflected by the vector of norms of his Organization. As shown in Axelrod 1997
and Lanchier 2012 when the number of features exceed the number of traits there is constitution of an unique
culture in the population andwhen q is higher than the number of features, several stable cultures can emerge.
In the same way with open minded agents (small q) adding dimensions have a tendency to stabilize Organiza-
tions and increase representativeness: there are few Organizations (cultures) and lot of Agents belong to these
Organizations. Still in the same way with narrow-minded agents (lot of traits per features) stability and repre-
sentativeness decreases: there are more Organizations ( 6= cultures) and few Agents recognizing themselves in
these Organizations. But in Axelrod’s model, increasing the number of dimensions with narrowminded agents
(making the number of features higher than the number of traits) does not stabilizeOrganizations(culture). This
di�erent behaviour is basically due to the computationof the cultural similaritywhich corresponds to the utility
function in our analogy. In Axelrod’s model only identical traits are taken into account and positively, whereas
in our model the distance between the traits matter and can give large negative utility on some dimensions for
narrowminded agents.

Trade o� between stability and representativeness: The e�ect of democratic settings

4.8 Another important mechanism to understand is the one linking stability and representativeness. For a given
Agents’ personality and a given dimension of vectors, more instability during a simulation means more Orga-
nizations. Then isolated Agents have more potential Organizations to join, the o�er of Organizations is larger,
increasing their chances of finding an Organization that gives them a positive utility. Therefore, the number of
isolated Agents decreases, increasing the representativeness.

4.9 This last mechanism explains the behavior of the model when introducing more democracy. By more “more
democracy” wemean playing on di�erent parameters: allowingmore people to be part of the board, introduc-
ing a turnover in the board to regularly renew it, cutting or allowing debate in the board. All these parameters
have the same e�ect: decreasing stability while improving representativeness. By di�erent means they make
boards less cohesive creatingmore splits (decreasing stability) but, on the other hand, with more Organization
to join for givenU , T and d the representativeness increases.
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Form. Incarn. Com. Camp.

Advertising Stab.∼ Rep.↗ Stab.↗ Rep.↘ Stab.↗ Rep.↗
Targeted Stab.∼ Rep.∼ Stab.↗ Rep.↘ Stab.↗ Rep.↗
Descriptive Stab.∼ Rep.∼ Stab.↗ Rep.↘ Stab.↗ Rep.↗

aggressive Stab.∼ Rep.↘ Stab.∼ Rep.∼ Stab.↗ Rep.↘

Table 2: e�ect of the levels (columns) and types (rows) of vertical communication on stability (Stab.) and repre-
sentativeness (Rep.):∼ non-significant e�ect ;↗ positive significant e�ect ;↘ negative significant e�ect. Red:
increase in stab. with a decrease in rep. Yellow: no significant e�ect on both rep. and stab. Green: both stab.
and rep. improves. An increase (↗) in stability means that less splits in Organizations have occurred compared
to the scenario without vertical communication. An increase (↗) in representativeness means that there is a
larger fraction of Agents engaged in Organizations compared to the scenario without vertical communication.

Figure 5: E�ect of special training. The panel on the le� shows the e�ect of introducing special training with an
aggressive type of communication: only has a negative e�ect on representativeness by pushing back newcom-
ers in isolation. The panel on the right shows the e�ect of introducing special training with an advertising type
of communication: only improves representativeness for a limited number of personality.

4.10 The instability induced by democracy comes from the distribution of opinions inside the board. With higher
%.in.board the distribution is more likely to be wide, increasing the chances of activating the rejection features
of the SJT during debates thus generating polarization and splits. With turnover, new Agents arriving in the
board will change the distribution of opinions, generating rejection and change in the negotiated norms creat-
ing disagreement and splits. With debates (influence? = true) the distribution of opinions in board will change
through interpersonal influence and if rejection occurs during influence there will be polarization leading to
splits in Organizations.

Vertical communication with six dimensions

4.11 In this subsection we discuss the e�ect of vertical communication in 6 dimensions, to fit our observations on
the topics of discussion. Table 2 summarizes our results.

Special training

4.12 Special training has a limited e�ect, as it does not a�ect stability but only representativeness. Aggressive com-
munication and advertising have opposite impacts (see Figure 5). The fact that it has no e�ect on stability is
because it is not addressed at all to themembers of the boards (who play themajor role for stability by splitting
Organizations). With advertising representativeness improves because advertising makes the vector of opin-
ions of newcomers closer to the vector of norms of the Organization on all the dimensions, then newcomers
are more likely to agree with the future transformation of the vector of norms and thus to stay in the Orga-
nization, improving the fraction on Agents in Organizations (representativeness). Aggressive communication
creates the opposite mechanism: in some cases the vector of opinions diverges which can make diverge from
the vector of norms.
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Figure 6: E�ect of incarnation. The panel on the le� shows the e�ect of incarnation with an aggressive type of
communication: has almost no e�ect. It only accelerates the convergence to the steady state. The panel on the
right shows the e�ect of incarnationwith an advertising type of communication: an improvement in stability at
the price of a decrease in representativeness. Boards opinions tend to converge toward the norms limiting the
number of conflicts.

Incarnation

4.13 With non aggressive communication (descriptive, targeted, advertising) incarnation improves stability (see the
right panel on Figure 6 for advertising type). Indeed these types of communication tend to create amore cohe-
sive board bymaking the vectors of opinions of the representatives getmore or less close to the vector of norms
of theOrganization. Again, this gain in stability is at the price of representativeness due to the samemechanism
exposed in the subsection on the model without communication.

4.14 Aggressive type of communication with incarnation has no significant e�ect neither on stability nor represen-
tativeness (see the le� panel on Figure 6). As it occurs only in board, the e�ect of incarnation with aggressive
communication (standardSJT) is very similar to the e�ect of thedebates in theboardon theopinionsof the rep-
resentatives, then it does not change the results, it only accelerates splits that would have eventually occurred
(in few time steps).

Communication campaign

4.15 With non aggressive communication, communication campaigns are able to improve both stability and
representativeness (see Figure 7). The improvement in stability comes from the same mechanism exposed
for incarnation with non aggressive communication which creates cohesive boards. The large non aggressive
communicationmakes the vector of opinions of the non-motivatedmembers converge in some (with targeted)
or in all the dimensions (with advertising) to the vector of norms of their Organizations. Then members will
agree more with their Organizations and will not leave easily, improving representativeness.

4.16 With aggressive vertical communication (SJT) the representativeness decrease because the rejection leads the
members ofOrganizationswhobarely agreewith the vector of norms to leave it. On theother side, the improve-
ment of the stability observed has to be discussed carefully because it comes from the following assumption:
if a representative disagrees with the new vector of norms a�er the aggressive communication campaign (due
to the rejection), it is too late, she will not be able to split the Organization at this step and will simply leave
it. This assumption is not realistic, but if we do not make it, the representative will split the Organization next
turn a�er negotiating on another dimension even if this dimension is consensual among the representatives,
leading to an incoherent split on the wrong dimension (to be coherent the split should have occurred on the
former dimension discussed).

Impacts of the vertical communication

4.17 Increasing thenumber of dimensions increases the number of significant e�ects (> 1SD)we canobserve
on the mapping U and T for incarnation and communication campaign (see Figure 8 for communication
campaign). The mechanism behind is the following: with fewer dimensions, debates are quite straightforward
and splits happen quicker and then the final steady state is reached quicker and with fewer splits. In this con-
text, vertical communication is important less far in time and then have more limited e�ect than with a larger
number of dimensions. Moreoverwith lot of dimensions the system is very constrained (Organizations aremore
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Figure 7: The panel on the le� shows the e�ect of communication campaign with a targeted type of communi-
cation and the panel on the right shows the e�ect with an advertising type. Both increase stability and repre-
sentativeness, the e�ect with advertising is broader. Indeed with advertising opinions of every members now
converge toward the norms avoiding both conflicts inside the board and conflict between non-boardmembers
and the norms imposed. NB: on both panels the pink cells for small (U,T) are misleading. The increase in the
number ofOrganizations is due to an increase in the survival rate ofOrganizations because they are now able to
gather a su�icient number of Agents. Thus it can be interpreted as an increase in stability in this specific case.
See also Endnote 14.

Figure 8: E�ect of the number of dimensions. On the le�, the e�ect of communication campaign with adver-
tising with only 2 dimension to norms and on the right the e�ect of the same vertical communication but with
6 dimensions to discuss. With 2 dimensions there is only an e�ect on stability where with 6 dimensions we
detect e�ects on representativeness while the number of e�ect detected on stability increases: vertical com-
munication has a greater impactwith larger number of dimensions. NB: As explained previously in Figure 7 and
Endnote 14 the pink cells for small (U,T) on the right panel can be interpreted as an increase in stability in this
specific case.

sensitive to little variations of norms on one dimension) then even a limited help from the vertical communica-
tion to ease these tensions can have a great impact on the system.

4.18 We can also observe that the impact of the vertical communication is quite limited, indeed we almost ob-
served no e�ect superior to 1SD where we are able to observe e�ects usually superior to 2SD by playing on
other parameters of interest (see Appendix G - Robustness check - where we use a threshold at 2SD to detect
significant e�ects).

Discussion and Interpretation

5.1 We built an ABM to study the sensitivity of representative democracy to some aspects confluent to it that we
parametrized and tested (the multi-dimensionality of values, the form of communication, etc.). The model we
introduce in this article derives from the evolution of an NPO organization (AMAP and its regional association
called Alliance Provence/LADP) we observed during our field work in which, collectively, people decided to
apply very dense democratic proceedings to choose the norms they would follow.

5.2 The model we present here is rather robust in that it gives us relevant and logical results concerning the dy-
namics of norm creationwithin an organization inwhich agents share the same values and try to agree onwhat
norms to implement. Our basic model shows that there is tension between representativeness and stability
- when changing the values of our parameters in the attempt to increase stability, we lose representativeness
and vice versa. It seems that we can get a slight simultaneous increase of both characteristics only by adding
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vertical communication. This is what we studied here. Even though the e�ect observed is not huge, certain
forms of vertical communication improve the quality of the democratic process we describe: it is possible to
improve, at the same time, representativeness and stability. To attain satisfactory levels of representativeness
and stability in organizations, it seems more grounded and more straightforward to use vertical communica-
tion than increasing the open-mindedness of agents, which is the only solution, if the latter communication did
not exist.

5.3 For real-life actorswho are interested in improving democratic participation andwhoalready have the intuition
of its importance, this is a useful tool to implement. Ourmodel also shows that the way information is handled
in terms of how it is communicated has a huge impact on representativeness and stability, subtle result that
stakeholders could take into account more seriously. Some elements of our model can help extricate which
type of communication is or may be the most appropriate for the dynamics of NPO organizations. Of course,
ourmodel is too generic to be applied directly to a case study but can be used to guide or provide guidelines to
the analysis of vertical communication, and consider with more precision the questions of when, who, how to
do this in specific settings.

5.4 For example, in our model, the best way to make norms evolve without causing the organizations to dissolve
is to communicate broadly and not just amongmembers of the board, who then have to disseminate the infor-
mation to others in their own AMAP. This last option is used very frequently in real-life for practical reasons, but
it tends to disconnect the board from the othermembers of the organization as time passes. It is possible for us
to show the limits of this practice and possibly open the discussion on this topic with the people wemet in our
field work. From an economic point of view, actors can also be interested in playing with our model, since they
also have to consider the costs of communication, which can be high (it takes skills, materials (papers, goodies,
computers. . . ) and benevolent or payed hours). Furthermore, our model shows that it is important to deliver
quality communication which cannot be easily interpreted as aggressive so that it has the expected or desired
e�ect, and that the simple descriptive type of communication (which corresponds to the newsletter, certainly
the cheapest type) can generate positive e�ects on stability; whereas special training (particularly expensive)
has no positive e�ect on stability in our model, and slight positive e�ect on representativeness.

5.5 The evolution of the number of dimensions also implies a di�erent evolution of the network thanwithout com-
munication. Indeed introducing communication, especially broadandnon-aggressive vertical communication,
is able to counterbalance the negative e�ect of the number of dimensions on both stability and representative-
ness with respect to the cases where there is no communication. The e�iciency of vertical communication in-
creases in organization that are engaged in complex discussions, with many dimensions to norms. Investing in
communication can then be a good idea for networks who already know that they will have multidimensional
interests.

5.6 Themodel proposed here derives from AMAP organization, in particular because we use this model to commu-
nicatewith them. Nevertheless, themodel canbe seenasmoregeneric, and it shouldbepossible to fit in it other
organizations who are interested in implementing stable and representative decision-making mechanisms.

5.7 Further research can strive to improve di�erentmechanisms of themodel - and in particular the scissionmech-
anism of the Organization: here we allow isolated representatives who disagree with the board to split the
network. This assumption makes our model very sensitive to disagreements, and thus helps us discuss more
easily the theoretical impacts of our parameters of interest. Reality ismore complex: splits are costly depending
on the role the network attempts to fulfill, the act of splitting should require a su�icient number of motivated
agents to do so in its boards, and it is unlikely that an isolated representative is able to split the whole network
alone at once. Moreover, this constraint on thenumber of representatives can cut or decrease someof the e�ect
observedhere. Indeed, It should increase stability but at theprice of a negative impact on representativeness. It
may also create situations in which there exist boards where nobody agrees on the norms but nobody splits, to
allow the network to fulfill its role anyway (theymight consider the existence of the network asmore important
than their own satisfaction). Now that we have a first stable version of the model, we will try to test its sensi-
tivity to this new sub-model. We are also thinking of a yet simpler model to address the issue of democratic
processes in small groups.
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Appendix A: A field work on AMAP and AMAP networks

What we call in this paper a field work is a collection of interactions and studies realized since 2006 on AMAP
short food chain. Researchers of this field work lead by Juliette Rouchier have interactedwith several actors on
both side: the associative sector of AMAP (LADP, PAMA, MIRAMAP, see below) and the public sector at a regional
level (ORCC, see below). It is import to note that the field work and the di�erent studies was not designed to
feed and validate the present model. We had not hold a field strategy of data collection specifically addressing
the conception and validation of the model. It was main and side observations and conclusions made along
the fieldwork which havemade relevant for us tomodel democratic discussion in organisations. Then we have
usedavailableobservations anddata to construct andvalidate themodel, inparticular todesignourhypothesis
about the splitting of networks (See Appendix B and C).

Organizations studied

For the associative sector of AMAP short food chain, 3 main organizations has been followed:

Les AMAP De Provence (LADP): PACA regional AMAP Network created in 2002 and first owner of the AMAP
trademark aiming to protect the AMAP system. They have created the first AMAP charter associated to the
trademark. Disagreement inside the organization gave birth to other AMAP networks (Créamap in 2004
and PAMA in 2007, see below). Until 2014 LADP was known as Alliance Provence. Most of the interactions
andwork done on LADPwasmade by Juliette Rouchier through regular participation to the organization
meetings like local assembly and other periodic meeting (concerning specially the monitoring of quality
and application of the charter in the AMAPs of the network). Noé Guiraud worked with LADP to do the
first and third AMAP inventory in 2010 an 2015 (see Figure 9). He has also realized an interview with the
coordinator of the network (coordinating network’s activities with AMAPs members of the network)

Les Paniers Marseillais (PAMA): Local AMAP network localised around the city of Marseille. Created in 2007
due to disagreement in LADP: see Section 1 and Appendix B for more details. Most of the interaction and
workdoneonPAMAwasmadebyNoéGuiraud through regular participation to theorganizationmeetings
like general assemblyor other periodicmeeting. He realizedone interviewof thepresident of thenetwork
and one with its coordinator.

Le Mouvement Inter-Régional des AMAP (MIRAMAP): Theonly AMAPnetwork at thenational level in France.
It was created in 2009 and lead the revision of the AMAPs charter in 2013 and 2014 at a national level
this time. Juliette Rouchier followed and participated to this revision along with Claire Lamine from the
French national institute of agricultural research (INRA)whowas leading her own study on AMAP (Lamine
& Rouchier 2016). Juliette Rouchier is still part of the scientific council (“comité d’orientation”) of MI-
RAMAP.

For the public sector one organization has been studied through the participation of Noé Guiraud to it:

l’Observatoire Régional des Circuit Courts de PACA (ORCC): Organization originally created by the PACA re-
gional council to facilitate coordination between sort food chain actors and to improve the use of public
founds. Noé Guiraud has participated to the ORCC and has collected data during his own participation to
the ORCC (Guiraud 2016; Guiraud & Rouchier 2016a,b). He has realized 4 interviews, one of the regional
council coordinator and 3 of delegates of their structures to the ORCC.

Overview and chronology

Themodeling process presented in this article started in November 2014 at the beginning of Victorien Barbet’s
PhD. Figure 9 summarizes the general chronology of the field work, showing how research projects from the
beginning lead to the further investigationsmade Juliette Rouchier trough her ownwork on the revision of the
charter and two PhD projects.

Associated publications

This field work lead to several output in terms of publications, some are linked with other researchers working
on the same field: Guiraud et al. 2014; Lamine & Rouchier 2016; Guiraud & Rouchier 2016a,b; Guiraud 2016;
Barbet 2018; Guiraud 2020.
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Figure 9: Chronology and contents of the field work.

Appendix B: AMAP networks

Soon a�er the first AMAP were created they gathered into NPO of AMAP called AMAP networks. Motivations
behind were to develop the economic model of AMAP through a trial-and-error process, with frequent com-
munication to share information and to spread and define the values that AMAPs want to promote. Networks
are highly democratic structureswhere decisions are taken collectively through negotiation and voting. We can
distinguish in this democratic process between twomain types of members in networks:

the “passive”members who belong to the network but are not implicated in its daily life, and do not
come to the general assembly. They rarely participate to the democratic process. They are then not
really concerned by the interpersonal communication on opinions but only subject to the vertical
communication settled by their network.

the “active”members who are invested actors. They participate in the daily life and to the decision of
thenetwork. Theyconstitute the representativesand theyconstitute theboardof thenetwork. Our
observations shows that active members are a fraction of approximatively 5% of all the members
of a network. They are subject to both interpersonal interactions on opinions among themselves
and to the network vertical communication.

Of course, “passive”members candecide to investmore timeandparticipatemorebecoming “active”members
and “active” members can also decide to quit the board because of a lack of time or interest becoming “pas-
sive” agents. Divergences of point of view o�en arise among the “active” members who take decisions. These
divergences sometimes lead to the split of the network. Indeed Alliance Provence the first AMAP network, cre-
ated in 2002, quickly split in two because of disagreement in its board on the function of the network. The split
gave birth in 2004 to Creamap France which concentrated its task on the first function of the network (devel-
opment of the economic model) and Alliance Provence kept on going bearing the second function of di�usion
and definition of the principles of AMAP. Nevertheless, this e�ort of definition was achieved a year before, in
2003 by the edition of the charter of AMAPs which was rewritten in 2014 and saying that AMAPs are based on 5
principles: small farming, ecological agricultural practices, products of quality financially accessible, popular
education and solidarity.

However, inside the network of Alliance Provence beside the consensus found on the principles of AMAP, ten-
sions appeared around the local interpretations of the charter into norms. These tensions leaded the network
to split again, giving birth to Les PAniers MArseillais (PAMA) in 2007. This split occurred around three disagree-
ments. The first one is a structural disagreement on theorganisationof thedecisionprocess in thenetwork, and
the two others are on organic labelling and quality evaluation topics previously exposed in the part on AMAP.
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Here we can see that the conflicting topics identified at the AMAP level also hold at the network level. Then for
an AMAPbeing part of a network is not only a question of following the principles defined in the charter but also
following the specific norms collectively decided by the board of the network, even if these norms di�er from
the local consensual behaviors already implemented in the AMAP.

Nowadays in France AMAP networks are very diverse and numerous, we have counted at least 27 of them orga-
nized on 6 di�erent geographic levels (from the city level to the international level). On a same geographical
level, each network is mainly independent from the other but they can depend on a network from a higher ge-
ographical level. For example, a regional network can possess departmental networks and itself belong to a
national network. Moreover networks also o�en di�er in the function they fulfill like in the previous example of
Creamap France and Alliance Provence.

The splitting of networks are thus rather frequent, and three main factors can explain this:

1. A geographic factor. It is when for example regional network splits into departmental one

2. Adisagreement inside thenetworkwhetheron its function, oronthenormsto impose in thenetwork.

3. This factor is a case of network disappearance, it is when the network does not make sense anymore for
its AMAPmembers, who just leave it. For this third factor we have identified three main cases:

(a) When the functions of two linked network at di�erent geographic levels overlap, the upper network
seems not needed any more by its members.

(b) When the network does not communicate enough on its actions and “passive” members then do
not see the point any more of belonging to the network.

(c) When the norms imposed by the network enter too strongly in competition with the locally
pre-existing behaviours of its “passive”members pushing them to quit.

To conclude on AMAP networks, we can say that they are highly democratic structures which evolve through
time because of influence and disagreements on opinions and norms. Disrupting topics in networks are the
same as the one inside an AMAP (5 topics) plus one on the network’s function.

All these observations came from the field work exposed in Appendix A. The field work has followedmainly the
evolution of two AMAP networks: PAMA and Alliance Provence/Les AMAP De Provence (LADP), two of the three
networks we have spoken about above. In the paper, we used this empirical work along with to construct and
justify our primary model without vertical communication:

• to identify the stylized facts we want to replicate (in bold in this section)

• to identify the parameters of interest in the replication of our stylized facts

• to justify the assumptions wemake to build the model

• to fix the values of some of our parameters

• to establish the robustness of our model.

Appendix C: Assumptions of the model justified with respect to our field
work

There isnocost foragents toenter, quit, split ordestroyanOrganization. This isdefinitelynot completely true, but
hereweare interested in themechanismof norms creationwhich leads organizations to split soweput aside other
economic considerations which are not as important for actors engaged in AMAPs than norms considerations.

For null utility Agents always prefer to be involved in anOrganization rather than remaining isolated. As we can
observe in the introduction AMAP Networks seems to be a natural and wanted way of collective organisation of
AMAPs, then for a null utility an Agent will prefer to belong to an Organization rather than remaining isolated.

Agents opinions can be influenced through the Social Judgement TheoryModel of Jager & Amblard 2005. influ-
ence take place everywhere between representatives in AMAP networks: phone call, mailing, regular meeting for
the daily life of the network, general assembly. We have chosen the SJT for three main reasons:
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1. The rejection grasps the tensions described in the empirical observations, and well replicates the conflicts
that arise in AMAPs and Network on hot topics due to repeated interactions on disruptive subjects.

2. The existence of two thresholds allows us to model a larger set of personalities for our agents. If the two
thresholds are close together, then there is an hight ego involvement (Jager & Amblard 2005), giving birth
to segregative agents, not open to discussion: either you are with me or against me. A larger gap between
confidence and rejection allows us to model agent more open to discussion and consensus: agent who can
be really confident in her position (little uncertainty) but who will not easily enter in conflict with others
(large rejection) and who are able to seek for and find consensus. Modelling these types of personalities
makes sense because we have encountered these two types of behaviours among the representatives of
AMAP networks during the field observations.

3. The fact that rejection and confidence are fixed thresholds eases the definition of a simple utility function on
norms for agents, based on this two parameters.

InsideagivenboardeveryAgentof thisboardcan interactwithanyotherAgent, as if theyare ina fully-connected
network. As representatives are strongly involved in the daily life of their network, the communication among
them is essential for its survival. Thus, representatives cannot avoid to interact with one and other.

Agentsmembers of the board are randomly chosen, and stay in the board unless they leave the Organization
during a split. In the specific case of AMAP, members willing to be part of the board do not show o� specific shape
of opinions and are not so numerous. Then every motivated AMAP can be part of the board without restriction.
Indeed as there is o�en less applicants than places o�ered in board the elections are most of the time a simple
formality. That is why we can take randomly the members of the board among the members of the Organization.
Moreover, still in the specific case of AMAP we can observe that there is almost no turn-over in board, and most of
its members are involved since the beginning.

At each turn Agents in boards can influence each others opinions and negotiate new norms only around one
specific dimension randomly picked-up. We have observed in our field work on AMAP that some dimensions be-
come hot topics through time and began the core of the discussions in the network. Moreover all the topics are
rarely discussed at the same time.

Organization can split. Splits occurs only when members of the boards disagree on a newly negotiated norm
on one specific dimension. The two new Organizations resulting from a split inherit the norms of the old one
except on the disrupting dimension.

Representatives of the splitOrganization are automatically representatives of the newOrganizations they have
chosen tobelong to. As saidbeforemembersofboardaremotivatedmembersandare few inour case. Weobserve
in spite of the successive splits that representatives of the newnetworks are o�en the representatives of the former
one andmany of them are here since the creation of the first network.

Agentswhich are not involved in anOrganization join the existingOrganizationwhich gives them themaximum
positive utility. It’s the sameduring a split, Agentsof the formerOrganization join the newonewhich gives them
the maximum positive utility. We assume it’s quite easy and not much time consuming for AMAPs to gather data
on the norms of networks (you can find them on their websites), and then to join the best for them.

Appendix D: Social Judgment Theory influence profile

Figure 10 shows the amplitude of the influence of agent i′ on i depending on the position of agent i′’s opinion
with respect to agent i’s opinion.

Appendix E: Pseudocode

The pseudocode of the model for steps 1 to 5 of the scheduling (subsection 3.20). Moreover, the model code
and its ODD can be found following this link to the CoMSES website.
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Figure 10: SJT: the amplitude of the influence of agent i′ on i depending on aki′

Step 1: Debate/negotiation/splitting

For Each Organization:

• k ← random-integer ∈ {1, .., d}

• Agents of the board influence each other kth opinions

• bkB ← the negotiated norm by the board on dimension k that is

∑
i∈B

ak
i

Card(B)

• If V ertical − communication− level = incarnation

Then [kth opinionsofAgents inB are influencedby bkB following thegivenV ert−communication−type]
End If

• last− dimension− discussed← k

• n← the number of Agents in the Organization

• If n ≤ 3 or all Agents ∈ B haveW (−→a , (b1, .., bkB, .., bd)) ≥ 0 that is they all retrieve a positive utility to
belong to the Organizationwhen changing the previous kth norms by the one just negotiated

Then [

–
−→
b ← (b1, .., bkB, .., b

d) that is the new norm is adopted
– For Each Agent belonging to the Organization:
∗ IfW (−→a ,

−→
b ) < 0

Then [the Agent becomes an isolated Agent]
End If

End For Each
]

Else [
– Bl ← Agents of B with ak ≤ bkB
– Br ← Agents of B with ak > bkB

– bkBl
←

∑
i∈Bl

ak
i

Card(Bl)
the negotiated norm on dimension k inside Bl

– bkBr
←

∑
i∈Br

ak
i

Card(Br)
the negotiated norm on dimension k inside Br

– If V ertical − communication− level = incarnation

Then [
∗ kth opinionsofAgents inBl are influencedby bkBl

following thegivenV ert−communication−
type
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∗ kth opinionsofAgents inBr are influencedby bkBr
following thegivenV ert−communication−

type

]
End If

– Two new Organizations are createdOl andOr:
∗ The vector of norm ofOl is initialized:

−→
b Ol
← (b1, .., bkBl

, .., bd)

∗ The vector of norm ofOr is initialized:
−→
b Or

← (b1, .., bkBr
, .., bd)

– For Each Agent belonging to the former Organization:
∗ Onew ← max

O∈{Ol,Or}
(W (−→a ,

−→
b O)|W (−→a ,

−→
b O) ≥ 0)

∗ IfOnew = Ol

Then [the Agent stops belonging to the former Organization and becomes member ofOl]
End If

∗ IfOnew = Or

Then [the Agent stops belonging to the former Organization and becomesmember ofOr]
End If

∗ IfOnew = {Ol,Or}
Then [the Agent stops belonging to the former Organization and becomes member ofOl

orOr (randomly chosen)]
End If

∗ IfOnew = ∅
Then [theAgent stopsbelonging to the formerOrganizationandbecomesan isolatedagent]
End If

End For Each
– the boards ofOl andOr are initialized as:
∗ BOl

← {i|i ∈ Ol ∧ i ∈ B}, that is the members of the board of the former Organization
who are now inOl

∗ BOr
← {i|i ∈ Or ∧ i ∈ B}, that is the members of the board of the former Organization

who are now inOr

– the former Organization dies
]

End If

End For Each

Step 2: Isolated agents inscription

For Each isolated Agent:

• computes the utility of joining each existing Organization.

• joins the Organization giving him the maximum positive utility. If several ones, joins one of them at ran-
dom. If none remain in isolation.

• If V ertical − communication− level = spec− training and the Agent has joined an Organization

Then [
– Following the given V ert − communication − type, −→a is influenced on all the dimension by
−→
b of the joined Organization

– IfW (−→a ,
−→
b ) < 0

Then [The Agent becomes isolated again]
End If

]
End If

End For Each
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Step 3: Communication campaign

If V ertical − communication− level = com− campaign

Then [

• For Each Organization:
– For Each Agent in the Organization:
∗ k ← last− dimension− discussed the last dimension normed in the Organization
∗ kth opinion of the Agent is influenced by bkB (the kth item of

−→
b ) following the given V ert −

communication− type
∗ IfW (−→a ,

−→
b ) < 0

Then [The Agent becomes isolated]
End If

End For Each

End For Each

]

End If

Step 4: Organizations dissolution

For Each Organization:

• n← the number of Agents in the Organization

• If n < 2

Then [

– Agents inside the Organization becomes isolated
– The Organization dies

]

End If

End For Each

Step 5: Completion of boards

For Each Organization:

• n← the number of Agents in the Organization

• nB ← Card(B) that is the number of Agents in the board of the Organization

• If nB < %.in.board×n
100

Then [Ceiling(%.in.board×n
100 − nB) Agents of the Organization but not already part of B are randomly

chosen and enter B]
End If

End For Each
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Appendix F: Constructing observations

To plot the e�ect on stability and representativeness of introducing communication or changing a parameter
like the number of dimensions discussed, we need to compare for each couple (U, T ) our indicators (nb.Orgs
and fraction.Agents.in.Orgs) before and a�er the change in parameters.
Mathematicallywehave for each couple (U, T )andagiven indicator I (nb.Orgsor fraction.Agents.in.Orgs) series
of 100 observations of I for every possible sets of parameters. To test the e�ect on the indicator I of switching
from a set of parameters s (without communication for example) to a set s′ (with communication for exam-
ple), we compute for each couple (U, T ) and both sets of parameters the mean of I over the 100 observations:
Is(U,T ) and I

s′

(U,T ). Then wemake the di�erence between these twomeans (absolute e�ect) and divide it by the
standard deviation on I for the set s (denoted SD(Is(U,T ))). We obtain the following relative e�ect:

∆s→s′

(U,T ) =
Is

′

(U,T ) − I
s
(U,T )

SD(Is(U,T ))

∆s→s′

(U,T ) represents the relative e�ect of switching from s to s′ in terms of standard deviation. Then depending
on an arbitrary threshold k, we consider that the e�ect of switching from s to s′ is significant if |∆s→s′

(U,T )| ≥ k.
Most of the time we have used k = 1 in the core article which means that the e�ect is considered significant
when superior or equal to 1 standard deviation with respect to the set of parameter s. Whereas, in following
Appendix F dedicated to robustness check significant e�ect are most of the time detected when superior to 2
standard deviation.

Appendix G: Robustness check

In this section we will explore more deeply the model without vertical communication. We will describe the
e�ects of most of the parameters of interests along with the mechanisms behind and in a second step we will
interpret and validate the results to the light of our field work.
We have used here the same methodology as the one exposed in the results section of the core paper, except
that now we take, by convention, an e�ect for significant if superior to two standard deviation (instead of one
when studying the e�ects of communication). The complete behavior space for the robustness check can be
found in Table 1: except that vertical communication is switch to “no” for the robustness check.
A simulation for a given set of parameters of the model is made of 100 time steps, time for the system to reach
a steady state where allOrganizations are stable and isolated Agents are not able to find a correspondingOrga-
nization any more. Each set of parameters is run 100 times.
From the data we have observed in the field, we define what we call our baseline scenario:

• nb.Agents = 200

• nb.dimensions = 6

• %.in.board = 5

• influence? = true

We will use it most of the time as a reference in this robustness check section. The results are summarized in
the Table 3 and will be exposedmore widely just a�er.

E�ect of the number of agents

Increasing the number of Agents in the primary Organizationdecreases stability but improves representative-
ness (see Figure 11).
The mechanism behind is the same as the one exposed in the core paper for increasing the participation to
boards, indeed if the number of Agents increase for a constant %.in.board the size of boards increases too,
making thedistributionofopinionsamong representativeswider leading tomoreconflicts and thenmoresplits.
These splits increase the o�er in Organization to join for isolated Agents improving the representativeness.
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Stability Representativeness

↗ nb of Agents ↘ ↗

characteristics of agents open-minded (largeU and T ) ↗ ↗
narrow-minded (smallU and T ) ↘ ↘

topics discussed ↗ nb of topics ↘ ↘
preference for the first topic ↗ ↗

organisation of the board
↗%.in.board ↘ ↗

↗ turn-over in board ↘ ↗
no debate ↗ ↘

Table 3: Results in a nutshell

Figure 11: On the le� the e�ect of switching from 100 Agents in the baseline scenario to 200 Agents. On the right
the e�ect of switching from 200 Agents in the baseline scenario to 400 Agents.

Figure 12: Mapping inU and T , for the baseline scenario.

Characteristics of agents

E�ect of the open-mindedness (U and T )

Increasing U and T increases the stability (few Organizations at the end) and the representativeness (Organi-
zations gather lots of Agents). Decreasing U and T implies less stability (lots of Organizations) and less rep-
resentativeness. Continuing decreasing U and T , representativeness keeps on shrinking and the number of
Organizations begins to decrease too (see Figure 12).

The mechanism behind is quite straight forward as agents are open-minded (large U and T ) they more easily
retrieve positive utility of a negotiated norms and o�en agree with it. But, as they are narrow-minded, they
retrieve less positive utility on negotiated norms and the rejection tends tomove away their opinions decreas-
ing again their utility. In this second context Organizations split more o�en (decreasing stability) and isolated
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Figure 13: On the le� the e�ect of switching from 1 to 2 dimensions in the baseline scenario. On the right the
e�ect of switching from 2 to 6 dimensions in the baseline scenario. NB: on the right panel the green cells for
small (U,T) aremisleading. Thedecrease in thenumber ofOrganizations is due to an increase in thedeath rate of
Organizations because they are now unable to gather a su�icient number of Agents. Thus it can be interpreted
as a decrease in stability in this specific case. See also Endnote 14.

Agentsaremoreexigentwhen it comes to joinanOrganization, decreasing the representativeness. Whenagents
are extremely narrow-minded, Organizations splits a lot and lose their members until they are dissolved, then
at the end there is few Organizations alive gathering few Agents. Here the small number of Organizations does
not imply high stability, it is exactly the opposite.

We have stopped the exploration of the behaviour space ofU and T at 1.1 because for T > 1.1 themodel ends
up generally with the following pattern: one big Organization gathering a large majority of Agents.

Dimensions

E�ect of the number of dimensions

The e�ect of the number of dimensions depends on the mapping U and T . If they are large enough, nothing
really significant seems to happens. If they are not too large, increasing the number of dimensions have a nega-
tive e�ect on the representativeness and stability. Again here forU andT very small the diminishing number of
Organizations does not mean more stability but more dissolution of Organizations (see Figure 13 and Endnote
14).

The mechanism is the one exposed in the core paper in the subsection on the behaviour of the model without
vertical communication.

E�ect of preference for the first dimension

Here wewant to introduce a preference on one common dimension for all agents. The idea behind comes from
our field work: some topics are o�en considered by the majority of actors as more important than others. To
model this fact we have introduced a preference for the first dimensions. Whichmeans here that agents weight
more the utility retrieved on the first dimension than on others. For n > 2 dimensions, the utility on the first
dimension is weighted (n−1) and utilities on other dimensions areweighted only 1. The first dimension is now
as important as all the others together.

The introduction of such a preference improves stability. The representativeness is improved too for small U
and T. The e�ect observed is significant for only one standard deviation (see Figure 14).

Here adding preference for one common dimensions counter the negative e�ect of adding new dimensions. In
the example, even if there are 6 dimensions, thanks to the preference, at the utility function level it is almost
like there is only 2 of same weight. Then the situation obtained at the end is in between the case of 2 and 6
dimensions without preferences (see Figure 15).
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Figure 14: On the le�, the e�ect of introducing preference for the first dimensions in the baseline scenario, ef-
fects are detected if they are superior to one standard deviation. On the right, the graph shows that there is
almost no e�ect superior to two standard deviation. NB: on both panels the pink cells for small (U,T) are mis-
leading. The increase in the number of Organizations is due to an increase in the survival rate of Organizations
because they are now able to gather a su�icient number of Agents. Thus it can be interpreted as an increase in
stability in this specific case. See also Endnote 14.

Figure 15: On the le� the mapping for the baseline scenario with 2 dimensions and on the right the mapping
with 6 dimensions and with preference. The latest graph appears to be a sort of median case between the case
with 2 dimensions and the one with 6 without preferences (see Figure 12).

Figure 16: On the le� the e�ect of switching from the baseline scenario to a scenario with 20% in board. On the
right the e�ect of switching from 20% to 50% in board. NB: on the right panel the green cell for small (U,T) can
be interpreted as a decrease in stability in this specific case. See also Endnote 14 and explanation in Figure 13.

Organization of the board

E�ect of the size of board

Increasing the percentage of members chosen to be representatives decreases the stability but enhances the
representativeness (see Figure 16).

Indeedas thenumberof representatives increases, thedistributionof opinions in theboard iswider andawider
distribution increases the chance of disagreement and then of splits. But then as the number of Organizations
is higher the choice for isolated Agents is larger and it is easier for them to find a correspondingOrganization to
join, improving representativeness.
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E�ect of the turnover in board

In ourmodelwehave a structural turnover in our boards only due to themechanismof splitting andboard com-
pletion, butwithout splits, no turnover. Nevertheless in the real worldwe have observed a small turnover,most
of the time due to activemembers who have nomore time or energy for the network. Then they quit the board
but keep on belonging to the network. To model this fact we have added a probabilistic turnover in boards.
Each turn Agents of board have a percentage of chances to quit the board and remain in the network as passive
members. A�er this if the number of Agents in the board is lower than the minimum authorized by%.in.board
then newmembers are randomly picked up among the passive members to become representatives.

The results for the introduction of turnover are the following. Increasing the turnover in board decreases the
stability but enhances the representativeness. The e�ect of the turnover is sharp whenwe switch from none to
some turnover, but then seems to quickly fade away for representativeness.

Figure 17: On the le� the e�ect of switching from no turnover to 1% in the baseline scenario. On the right the
e�ect of switching from 1%of turnover to 5% in the baseline scenario. The small increase of 1% in the le� graph
has huge e�ect whereas the large increase of 4% in the second graph has nomore e�ect on representativeness.

The mechanism behind results are the following. The turnover threatened the stability of boards leading to
more splits, but in exchange these splits gave birth to newOrganizations improving the o�er ofOrganization for
isolated Agents, increasing the representativeness (as in the case of the e�ect of participation).

E�ect of the influence

Cutting the influence (debate) in board improves stability but decreases representativeness (see Figure 18).

As there is no more influence among representatives, there is no more rejection, decreasing the probability of
disagreement and then improving stability. But as the number of Organizations is lower ceteris paribus there
is a smaller o�er for isolated Agents decreasing their chances to find a corresponding Organization and then
diminishing the representativeness.

Validations and interpretations

In this section we propose a validation of our model by showing how the e�ect we have observed hold in the
reality. When we have no data to validate or invalidate our model , ie when the model tells more than our
observations we propose a interpretation of these results.

Negative e�ect of the number of dimensions on the stability and representativeness of organization, and
the counter e�ect of preference

According to our model the number of normed dimensions is really important, because this is the main factor
which is able to decrease both in the same time stability and representativeness. On the field representatives
are already well aware of its negative e�ect and take some counter measures. First representatives can play on
the level of application (more or less strictly) of their norms to relax tensions in the network. Actually for exam-
ple their is no direct penalty taken against an AMAP which is not respecting the rules but corrective actions are
collectively decided with this AMAP and time scheduled in the long run. Second counter measure: representa-
tives can takes the decision of imposing no norm on a too disrupting topic which threaten their unity. In fact,
this decision is linked with the importance representatives gives to the topic. There are mainly two cases:
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Figure 18: On the le� the e�ect of cutting influence in the baseline scenario. On the right the e�ect of cutting
influence in the baseline scenario with 20% in board. The e�ect of influence is naturally sharper if the size of
the board is bigger. NB: on both the right panel the pink cells for small (U,T) can be interpreted as an increase
in stability in this specific case. See also Endnote 14 and Figure 14.

• If the topics is really important, which means they acknowledge that this dimension has to be normed,
they can simply buy some time by post-pounding the decision in order to discuss a little bit more. In
this case our model due to the rejection will predict that a second round of deliberation (influence) will
produce evenmore disagreement leading the network to split for sure. Then post-pounding the decision,
according to our model do not save the network but only buy time to prepare a well organised split.

• If the topic discussed is considered by the representative as not much important, they can simply decide
not to norm it. They consider there is no need to threat the network unity for such a “weak” topic.

Even if its mechanism is not descriptive our modeling of preferences introduced in the model tries to grasp
these two points by saying: their is topics which are considered consensually as more important than others,
what is the impact ofmodelling such preferences in the utility function? The results obtained are quite realistic,
indeed the introduction of a commonhierarchy in dimensions improves the stability of the networks compared
to the case where all dimensions have the same importance: it well replicates the e�ect of the second points
exposed.

Negative e�ect of the size of the board on organization stability

Our model tells us that the percentage of members chosen to be part of the board of a network has a negative
e�ect on its stability, leading networks to split more o�en. This point is particularly interesting because during
our field observations, representatives of networks o�en complained about the low rate of participation of pas-
sive members in the network’s daily life and decision process. But according to our model this low percentage
of participation helps the constitution of a strong group of representatives sharing common vision on norms
to implement, stabilizing the network. Nevertheless the results of our model need to be lowered: in reality
whereas in our model, all disagreement in the board do not lead to the systematic split of the network. Indeed
a representative alone who disagree rarely causes the network to split, it depends on her personality and on
her opportunity to find other representatives who share her opinions and agree to split. These factors are not
taken into account in ourmodelwhere split occurs as soon as at least one representative disagrees. All this said,
we can always conclude that an increase of the percentage of participants creates a favorable playground for
disagreements threatening the stability.

Negative e�ect of the influence on the stability of organizations

We have seen that the less representatives can influence each other’s the more stable the network. Indeed,
in our model as in the reality, influence is a double edge knife, on one side if opinions of representatives are
already close, influence will tightened the board and then the network. On the other side, if the distribution
of their opinions is wide the influence process is more likely to create two cohesive groups of opposite opin-
ions (polarization observed in the SJT) leading the network to split. Nevertheless cutting all influence in the
real world is impossible and preventing debates in the board does not fit with the strong democratic will of ac-
tors. That is why through years networks have developed animation skills in order to allow everyone to express
their points of view while preventing violent clashes (rejection feature of the Social Judgement Theory) which
conduct to the polarization of opinions and to splits.
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The negatively correlated impact on stability and representativeness

Instability is not necessarily a negative aspect for networks. For example, increasing in the size of board or
allowing the influence in board does increase the instability but in return the number of di�erent networks in-
creases, givingmore chances to isolatedAgents to finda correspondingnetwork, enhancing representativeness
of networks as a whole. On the one hand, the relative weights of networks decreases, but on the other hand
less Agents are le� in isolation. The paradox is that the instability of networks helps them to bemore e�icient at
the global level because they reachmore Agents, but less e�icient at their individual level assuming that larger
networks are able to mobilise more means to help their Agents.

Moreover, this negatively correlated impact occurs when playing on parameters which imply “more democ-
racy”:

the number of Agents: Organizations have to conceal peacefully opinions of more andmore members
(nb.Agents).

the participation rate to boards: More people are motivated to participate together to the daily life of Orga-
nizations (%.in.board).

the organisation of debates: Organisation of democratic debates in board where every representative can
express her own point of view to others (influence?).

turnover in boards: Themembers of the boards are regularly renewed.

Notes

1Thegeneral termof “opinion”dynamics cover all theaboveABM literaturebut insidepapers termsusedand
theirs definitions may vary depending on the object studied and the aims of authors. For example in Axelrod
(1997) each dimensions is called a trait, the possible values each trait can take are called features and when
agent of a same area shared the same feature on a trait (due to influence) this feature is then called a culture or
a cultural feature. Epstein 2001 deals with norms (not opinions), agents can choose to behave with respect to
twodi�erent norms. In De�uant et al. (2002) opinions are called the points of viewof the agents, and clusters of
opinionsare callednorms, it is the same inJager&Amblard2005, butopinions there, are identified to individual
attitudes of agents.

2Influence each other opinions on this specific dimension through inter-personal interaction. Details about
inter-personal interaction are provided in the Social Judgment Theory section.

3If they still retrieve a positive utility they stay else they leave
4They join the one giving them themaximum positive utility, if none they become an isolated Agent
5The time scale used in the SJT and the Relative Agreement (De�uant et al. 2002) models is the average

number of interactions per agents. An increase of one unit on this scale correspond to n/2 pairs formed: 2
interactions by pairs.

6the∗and∗∗ showsomemomentswhenvertical communicationoccursdependingon their levels if allowed
by the user. ∗ stands for the incarnation which reaches only members of the board. ∗∗ stands for the special
training which reaches only newcomers. The communication campaign reaching everyone in an Organization
is the entire step 3. For more information see the next subsection on vertical communication

7By “agree” wemean that Agents still retrieve a positive utility with this new vector of norms
8By “disagree” wemean that the Agent now retrieve a negative utility with this new vector of norms
9Each Agent joins the new Organizationwhich gives to it the highest positive utility, if both utilities are neg-

ative the Agent stays in isolation
10We use here 0.99 instead of 1 because using 1 can generate issues when splitting boards during a split.

Indeed, if on the disruptive dimension k all the members of the board have an opinion inferior or equal to the
norm they all will be in the le� board and the right boardwill be empty. Using 0.99 ensures us to havemembers
in both boards and to manage the split of the Organization.

11When used with the communication campaign aggressive communication can generates members of the
board who have previously agreed with the negotiated norm during debates to now disagree with it due to
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rejection during the vertical communication. We make the assumption here that these representatives who
disagree a posteriori choose to leave the Organization without trying to split it. This assumption is important
because it has an important impact on the e�ect of aggressive communication campaign on stability.

12Purely theoretical case to test the behaviour of the model.
13For T ≤ 1.1 and n ≤ 200, 100 time steps is su�icient with the SJT for opinions on one dimension to com-

pletely converge in clusters. Aswehavehere several dimensionsand that at each times steponlyonedimension
is discussed, we need d× 100 for opinions to converge to clusters on each dimension. With introduction of the
vertical communication, stability of opinions in board cannot always be reached but this does not imply signif-
icant changes on our indicators a�er d× 100 time steps.

14There exists an exception: narrow-minded agents (small U and T ). They split their Organizations so o�en
that they end up alone in their own Organization and this Organization is dissolved. Then for narrow-minded
agents few Organizations does not mean more stability, it is the opposite. We should then be careful when
interpreting the increase (respectively the decrease) of Organizationswhen agents have smallU and T .
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